European Network of Workplace Democracy
Seminar Series
2021

Thursdays,
5-7 p.m. CET

If you interested to participate, please register by sending an e-mail to: info@workplace-democracy.eu. You will then receive a Zoom-link to access the meeting.

Program:

25. February 2021
Rebecca Gumbrell-McCormick (Birkbeck, University of London) and Richard Hyman (London School of Economics)

“Democracy in trade unions, democracy through trade unions?”

25. March 2021
Philip Mellizo (The College of Wooster)

“The Efficacy of Personnel Incentives in Democratic Enterprises: Evidence from the Lab”

15. April 2021
Abraham Singer (Loyola University Chicago)

“The idea of Nonpublic Reason, Revisited”
20. May 2021

Martin Kuhlmann (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen)

“Workplace democracy – the perspective of sociology of work”

10. June 2021

David Ciepley (University of Denver)

“The Myth of Stockholder Ownership, and the new case for Workplace Democracy”

About the network:

The European Network of Workplace Democracy (WORK-DEM) is an interdisciplinary research network on workplace democracy. It is funded by the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), hosted by the Centre Marc Bloch, and directed by Roberto Frega. Its members belong to more than ten academic institutions across several European countries and covers diverse academic fields such as political theory, economics, work psychology, political science, work sociology, law, and history. The network aims at promoting cooperation among scholars with an interest in issues pertaining to the democratization of workplaces, and organizes dissemination events.

For further information please visit: https://workplace-democracy.eu/

Convenors:

Roberto Frega (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique)
fregarob@gmail.com

Alexander Krüger (Technical University of Munich)
alexander.krueger@hfp.tum.de